Lancasterian
Inspiring each other and growing together to achieve our best
Inspire – Grow – Achieve

December 2020
Dear Parents and Carers,

So Christmas is finally here and I know that this is not quite the Christmas we were all hoping for.
However, in school we have all tried to make the pupils have the most normal and fun Christmas week in school
we can. We have had lots of Covid safe activities this week and the pupils have all seemed to enjoy them.
We have also had a socially distant visit by the big man himself Santa!
I want to thank all of you for your support this term and your understanding about all the new rules. Some of
your children have not been able to come to school because of the rules around isolation and this is often at
short notice. We only ever make this decision if we are instructed by Public Health and hopefully our remote
learning offer has helped all the children to keep up with their learning. The teachers have Inspired me with their
innovative remote learning and the pupils have continued to Grow and Achieve.
I have been very proud of all the teachers and pupils for their effort in making the Christmas Concerts still
happen. I loved being able to join you all over zoom watching the performances. These are special times for our
pupils especially our younger pupils. The first nativity is something no parent ever forgets.
This is the first time our Lancasterian family hasn’t grown with new pupils however we had 2 small additions last
half term. Narelle Spragg and Sophie Hackett both had babies in October. It was a near miss for Sophie who
gave birth the afternoon of her last day in work! Both babies and mums are doing well and it was lovely to see
Narelle and her baby girl at our high school performance.
Melinda Hartley is returning from her maternity leave in January but part time, so Laura Gove is remaining as the
class teacher for Lavender class.
I am looking forward to next term and hopeful that life will continue to improve and that the Covid restrictions can
start to reduce.
I also cannot wait to see all the new ways our staff and pupils can work together to Inspire, Grow and Achieve.
Merry Christmas and Best Wishes for the New Year.

Alison
Alison Randall
Head Teacher

Lavender class
We have all settled well into Lavender class and have
enjoyed exploring our new classroom and making new friends.

We have enjoyed doing lots of cooking activities and
making sure we are using tools safely.

We have been reading The Three
Little Pigs and exploring the
different materials the pigs used
to make their houses . We
investigated which material was
the strongest.

We love being outside. We
have explored Autumn and
we have also planted some
flowers and will watch as
they grow.

We have loved engaging in lots of
sensory exploration. We love to learn
through experiencing new things.

Jasmine class
Jasmine Class have been working really hard.

In English we have been learning how to spell new
words and sort objects into categories to help us
remember them.

In our Friday Enrichment sessions we have been putting our measuring
skills and instruction following to the test and made some amazing food!

In science we have been exploring the body and what things are made of.

And most importantly we have been having fun playing with our new friends.

Bluebells class
Bluebells have been working hard to settle into their new class and get used to the new structure and routine.
The children have all settled fantastically well into their new class and following the routines of the day and
built relationships.

We have gone out weekly to the park or for
a walk, learning all about how to keep safe
when out in the community. Using different
equipment in the park, playing together,
turn taking and experiencing the
changes throughout autumn.

We have been following the new semi-formal
curriculum – learning a range of different skills.
Including social skills, academic skills, life skills,
independence and communication. The new
curriculum is really helping the children develop
in a holistic way and they are making great
progress. Here are some of the lessons we have
been doing…

Blossom class
P.E: We have been working on our climbing skills in
P.E but more importantly we have been working on
our dressing and undressing skills. We have been
following a visual schedule to help us achieve this.

Community trips: Every Friday morning
we have walked to Cavendish park. We
have been focusing on how to safely
cross the road.

Life skills: We have been working on
our cooking skills, we have made our
own toast for snack, yummy snacks,
made our own play dough and made
our own slime. We have used our
visuals to help us achieve this.

Mark making: We
have been working on our mark
making skills and making as many
marks as we can in different materials.

Sunflower class
Sunflowers Class have been
exploring
the
theme
of
Belonging, and how we belong to
our class, our community, and
our home.

Story and dance massage have
helped us to feel calm and to
listen to the words and rhythm of
the music on our bodies.

We have used all our senses to
explore
Autumn,
through
active
exploration
and
movement, including exploring
our environment inside and
outside.

We’ve been practicing how to do
things ourselves, and sharing
activities alongside our friends.

We have used colours,
music and textures to
share activities which are
about how we feel and our
emotions.

We have used multi-sensory stories and objects
relating to different cultural and religious
festivals celebrated during Autumn from around
the world.

Rose class
Rose class have enjoyed lots of exploration this term.

Exploring the sensory bags.

Feeling and investigating paint.

Exploring mash potato.

Using our body to explore musical
instruments.
Exploring different toys.

Exploring our local community.

Enjoying the sensory stories.

Observing and exploring lights
in the sensory room.

Using our feet to explore
different textures.

Acorns class
Acorns class have had a fantastic, if challenging first term spending time both in school and at home
isolating. Despite this we have achieved much as a class and continued as we left off last year. We
initially spent our time focusing on our recovery curriculum from the first lockdown. We developed our
confidence within the class, how to interact and socialise with each other, we established our class
routines which involved our increase in hygiene and keeping each other safe. We quickly began working
on our learning, catching up any gaps from the time away. The children have coped incredibly well.
We successfully introduced our Daily Mile and quickly, as a class covered the 80 miles it took to get to
Blackpool! From there we had a fantastic Blackpool day where, because of Covid, we brought Blackpool
into the classroom. We went on roller coasters, dipped our hands in the water, felt the seaweed and sand
and tasted candy floss! This formed the basis of a lot of our English work this term. Where we ‘daily mile’
to next will wait for the New Year.

In science we have been looking at germs and the effects of on our body, we made a display with bread,
which we rubbed on different surfaces and watched the germs grow! In maths we have been working
extremely hard with our numbers and have progressed well, even when we have had to do lessons on Zoom!
We even spent time in the gardens, clearing out all of the weeds and trimming back some of the overgrown
plants and harvested out own pumpkins for Halloween. The children have been lucky to have still been able
to access the cycling this half term in Wythenshawe, during our enrichment on a Friday and have had a
great time with this.

Birch class
Birch Class have had a very busy and fun packed
term. We have welcomed some new pupils to our
class and the school, and taken part in lots of
activities to help us settle back into school
routines.
We have really enjoyed Enrichment on Friday
mornings, taking part in lots of cooking and life
skills activities.
For Remembrance Sunday we created poppy art
and held a 2 min silence.
We raised Money for Children in need by having a
non uniform day, making biscuits and set
ourselves challenges.

Maple class

This term we have spent our PE lessons with Sam from Manchester City learning new
techniques in both basketball and goal ball. We have also had weekly ‘Team Talker’
sessions, with Ali our Speech and Language Therapist, where we have been developing
our conversational skills. While some of us have also been improving our wheel chair skills
with weekly Whiz Kids lessons. Our enrichment lessons this year have been focusing on
improving the environment of our school and working hard to create our own garden and
veg patch outside our classroom.
In English we have enjoyed writing and sending letters, pretend text messages and
emails to our friends and staff.
During our Maths lessons we have focused on improving our ability to add and subtract
and more recently to follow directions.
In Science we have learnt how we move and what energy is needed for. In History we
have really enjoyed learning about ’How the world has changed’ where we learnt about
the changes that the Industrial Revolution brought and why people choose to immigrate
to the UK.

Pine class
Pine Class have had a really busy term!
We have been exploring our ‘belonging’ topic
through activities about ourselves, our families
and our class.

All the children have been working hard on their
individual learning targets at their workstations,
and should be very proud of their achievements!

Pine Class have been developing independence
skills through cooking and changing for PE this
term, and have all been working hard on
communication skills.

We have also had lots of fun exploring
Halloween, Bonfire Night, Diwali, Christmas and
anti- bullying week through creative and sensory
activities, and enjoying some African stories for
Black History Month.

Elm class
Elm class have been trying to stay as active as possible
and have enjoyed using both indoor school spaces and
outdoor spaces. They have grown in confidence
moving around the spaces, climbing on and off
equipment and balancing on movable equipment. Some
of the pupils have been able to try new pieces of
equipment with support and others have built up their
skills on more familiar equipment.

We have also enjoyed exploring key festivals- Halloween, Bonfire Night and Diwali.
The class washed and painted a pumpkin for our school display and watched a
pumpkin being carved as part of an Attention Autism session. We explored
different things that make light, including glow in the dark snap sticks, glow in
the dark water beads and even some indoor fireworks.

We have been very blessed to have a guitar
player in class this year so the pupils have
benefited from some one-to-one musical
intensive interaction sessions focused
around
increasing
engagement
and
furthering communication through gestures
and verbal sounds.

Beech class
Beech class have had a
terrific term, working hard
and having fun in a Covid safe
way! We had a fabulous time
at
Halloween
‘Trick
or
Treating’ around school.

In English, we wrote our own
Superhero stories and enjoyed
making superhero costumes and
masks.

In Maths, we have been working on our knowledge of number
and place value. We have been practicing number bonds. This
half term we have been making Christmas patterns and
decorations using 2D and 3D shapes.

Beech class have been learning a new sport
with our Manchester City Coach, Sam. We
have been learning to play ‘goalball’, which is
a game for the visually impaired. You have to
wear an eye mask to play! After a lot of
practice we are getting really good at it!

Willow Class
This term we have been
welcoming our peers back into
class.
We have been exploring our
classroom and our local park!

Our topic this term was
“Belonging”.
As part of this we have
been exploring our
likes and dislikes.
We have been sharing
these with our peers.

We have explored different events
and festivals like Diwali, Halloween
and Bonfire night.

Oak class
Duke of Edinburgh Award
Over the past two half terms Oak class have started on their Duke of Edinburgh award.
They have been focusing on helping the community and volunteering. Normally the class
would be out and about off-site helping the local community with a variety of activities
but due to COVID-19 they have been working within the school.
Oak decided that they were going to help the Lancasterian
school community and try their hand at many different jobs.
They were split up into separate groups each week and our
focus has mainly been clearing leaves and sweeping up social
areas so they are safer for high school classes.
The other focus for Oak has been to work as a team and what
means to work effectively together. They have shown great
determination and perseverance in clearing school areas of
leaves, (even in the pouring rain!!!!). They have also been
painting the calm room and applying an undercoat so it can be
painted over the Christmas holidays.

it

ENGLISH

ASDAN

During English Oak class have been looking at writing
formal and informal letters and have written a multitude
of different letters to different people.

The class have started their ASDAN projects over the
term and their first task was to create, make, test and
evaluate a product. As a class, we discussed what would
be the best thing to make and well you guessed it, they
decided on PIZZA!

They have written an informal letter to Mrs. Randall as
they were treated to a Dominoes at the end of the first
half term. They have also written letters to the previous
Y11 leavers to see how they are getting on at college and
to find out what it's like, as they are getting ready to make
that step themselves.
Oak class also learnt the importance of writing formal
letters and how they differ in language and style. They
have been writing complaint letters about soggy pizzas,
wrong school jumpers and the late arrival of the newest
video game console.
The standard
of letters was
incredible
and
you
definitely
would
not
want a letter
of complaint
from anyone
in Oak class!

They created a shopping list of ingredients they would
need to make the pizza and decided what scale they were
going to use to test how nice the pizzas were. The scale
went from “sloppy mess” to “gorgeous masterpiece”. The
whole class did make some sort of masterpiece; some
were very cheesy, some amazingly meaty and we even
made a sweet pizza with chocolate spread and milk
chocolate!
Oak
class
have
challenged
themselves this term and tried lots
of new skills. They all definitely
deserve a
Christmas
break and a
mince pie
or two.

Christmas Celebrations
This year Christmas has looked very different in school but we have tried
to provide some familiar and exciting experiences for our pupils to enjoy.
On the 14th and 15th of December we had our Primary and High School
Christmas

concert.

The

pupils

rehearsed

and

performed

their

contributions in their class bubbles which was then showcased to our
families via the wonders of Zoom!
If you didn’t manage to join us for our live zoom broadcast you can watch
some of our class performances on our school YouTube channel.
Unfortunately, due to data protection we are unable to upload any
videos which include pupils who do not have permission for their
photographs or videos to be included on social media. Please check your
information is up to date and if you would like to add your consent please
contact the school office or your child’s class teacher.
On 17th December we had our Christmas party day where pupils and
staff enjoyed games, activities, party food and
music within their class bubbles.

City in the Community
This term, PE lessons with Manchester City have been more important than ever and has played an
important role in helping many of our children reintegrate into school having been away for so long.
Sam has been teaching a variety of different activities and sports to help build confidence and
improve relationships due to isolation and loss of social interaction. He has ensured that the
activities support our children’s physical functional skills that may have regressed. He has worked on
their confidence and encouraged the children to try things that are perceived as difficult or more
challenging, and finally and most importantly ensured that the lessons are fun and engaging. Sam
from Man City is a fantastic addition to the team and is popular with the children and adults at
Lancasterian School.

This term we have also been lucky to have
been

able

to

access

Manchester

City

Lifestyles programme. This is intended to
support and educate our children on the
importance of our diet; what type of foods to
eat, when and how much. The sessions give
the children very practical advice and is very
hands on, with the children tasting new foods
for the first time and making a variety of
simple

healthy,

wholesome

meals

with

guidance from the Manchester City coaches.
The children really enjoyed taking part in
these lessons

.

